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Exceptionally strong intermolecular association in hydrophobic DNA minor groove binders and their potential therapeutic consequences†

John A. Parkinson, Fraser J. Scott, Colin J. Suckling* and Gail Wilson

An antibacterial DNA minor groove binder is shown by NOE experiments to self-associate in aqueous solution at temperatures up to 80 °C in an anti-parallel, head-to-tail orientation as found in binding to duplex DNA oligomers.

Distamycin and its analogues were first shown to bind in a head-to-tail, anti-parallel mode within the DNA minor groove by NMR studies of a 2 : 1 complex with the non-self-complementary duplex d(CGAAATTTGCG)-d(GCCAATTTGCG). This mode of DNA binding has subsequently been shown to predominate for distamycin-related classes of small molecule. Studies in our laboratory that have used NMR data to confirm structural details agree with this, and have attempted to address questions raised about sequence specificity and the thermodynamics of binding. Thermo-chemical studies of the binding of a number of minor groove binders to DNA and molecular dynamics simulations have suggested that a minor groove binder should associate with DNA from aqueous solution as a pre-formed, self-assembled dimer. Several types of intermolecular forces can be considered to steer the association of these minor groove binders including hydrophobic interactions, specific hydrogen bonding, face-to-face π-stacking, π-cation, and dipole–dipole interactions. Aggregation of ligands in free solution capable of binding to the DNA-minor groove as face-to-face dimers have been reported widely in the literature. However, conclusive experimental proof concerning the detailed structural arrangement of the free-solution associations of the type of ligands concerned in these studies has not been reported. Such detailed information would be relevant not only for understanding the DNA binding mechanism but also for tailoring the design and formulation of drug candidates, where aggregation is likely to substantially influence physicochemical properties.

Results

Investigations of the solution properties of these potent antibiotics were based on 2, which was selected for study because of its mono-basicity (thereby reducing the potential complexity of ionic states during self-association) and because the structure of its 2 : 1 complex with the DNA oligomer d(CGATATATCG)₂ is already known (Fig. S1†). Although 2 is not the most active antibacterial compound of the set, its ¹H NMR spectrum is
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sufficiently resolved to permit essentially complete resonance assignment, a requirement when assessing solution structures. For the clinical candidates 3 and 4 this is not the case. However all three compounds, 2, 3, and 4, have very similar solution behaviour at the macroscopic level so that molecular interactions deduced for 2 can reasonably be extended to 3 and 4. For these experiments, the mono-hydrochloride of 2 was prepared from the pure free base by repeated freeze-drying from dilute hydrochloric acid. Its $^1$H NMR spectrum in aqueous solution (90% H$_2$O/10% D$_2$O, 5 mM) at 25 °C was found to be broad and largely featureless, a characteristic of substantial self-association (confirmed by negative NOEs), and signals were not assignable with any degree of certainty (Fig. S2†).

The behaviour of 2 in aqueous solution was subsequently measured as a function of temperature. Although little change in resolution was observed at increasing temperatures, linewidths reduced sufficiently to allow NMR data [1D $^1$H, 2D [1H, $^1$H] COSY, TOCSY, NOESY and 2D [1H, $^{13}$C] HSQC] to be acquired at 80 °C. These were sufficiently resolved to permit the assignment of some key resonances (Fig. 1). This assignment was partially achieved by monitoring resonance shape and chemical shift at ambient temperature following the sequential addition of aliquots of DMSO-d$_6$ to aqueous solutions of 2 and making comparisons with fully assigned data for 2 solubilized exclusively in DMSO-d$_6$ (Fig. 1 and S3†). Several important assignments were conclusively mapped between data acquired for 2 solubilized in both DMSO-d$_6$ at 25 °C and water at 80 °C. By this approach $^1$H NMR resonances Hs8, amide NH$_9$, pyrrole H14, and N-methyl H16 protons were identified. These atoms are located towards either the C-terminus or N-terminus of 2 (Fig. 1a).

Studies of the interactions between drug molecules using one and two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy have been reported in part with the aim of understanding the basis of the therapeutic effects of combinations of drugs in cancer chemotherapy.$^{14-16}$ Subsequent study of the 2D [1H, $^1$H] NOESY NMR spectrum of 2 yielded several identifiable cross-peak assignments which could be mapped onto intra- and inter-molecular interactions (Fig. S4†). Intramolecular NOEs were observed between signals from H13 and H14, and between signals for H13 and H16 of the N-methyl group of the same pyrrole ring. NOEs from H14 and H16 were observed to H17. An NOE response was also observed between NH9 and H8. These observations are consistent with the curved, planar character of 2 and relate to protons close to one another consistent with the covalent structure. More notably, NOE correlations were also observed between H8 and H16, and between NH9 and H14. In both instances, these proton pairs are too far separated for intra-molecular NOEs to occur, especially at the short mixing times used in the experiments and accounting for potential spin-diffusion. However, by considering 2 to be predominantly paired as a head-to-tail, face-to-face dimer in aqueous solution, the NOEs can be fully satisfied structurally, thereby providing evidence for intermolecular association of 2 as shown schematically in Fig. 2.

It is of interest to consider whether or not head-to-tail, face-to-face dimerisation is an intrinsic property of 2 and related minor groove binders in the absence of a DNA template. The assembly process was investigated by means of a molecular dynamics simulation. A model of 2 in the form of a pdb file was prepared and imported into the AMBER molecular modelling software package and solvated using an explicit box of water.$^{19}$ The assembly of molecules was energy-minimised, run under
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Fig. 1 Assigned $^1$H NMR data from 2 acquired at 600 MHz. (a) Chemical structure of 2 with atom numbering used in the data assignment. (b) $^1$H NMR spectrum of 2 in 90% H$_2$O/10% D$_2$O at 80 °C. (c) $^1$H NMR spectrum of 2 in DMSO-d$_6$. Expansions are shown for the region $\delta^1$H = 6.5–8.5 ppm. Selective signal assignments are shown for both sets of conditions and coloured differently for the avoidance of confusion. Coloured arrows indicate peaks relevant to intermolecular NOE observations shown in Fig. 2. For full signal assignments see Table S1 in the ESI†.

Fig. 2 Proposed structure of dimer of 2 interpreted from NOE spectrum. The coloured lines match the coloured arrows in Fig. 1.
MD conditions by first equilibrating and then running under production conditions according to standard protocols developed at Strathclyde for investigating ligand binding to duplex DNA in the minor groove.\textsuperscript{13} Within 50 ps of the production run starting, the two molecules of 2 were observed to interact, very swiftly forming a dimer consistent with the structure deduced from the experimental NMR data. The dimer remained assembled in this form for the remainder of the production run without dissociation (Fig. S5 and video clip).\

**Discussion**

Aggregation of 2 as head-to-tail, face-to-face dimers is consistent with several observations. Firstly, pre-association as a dimer in dilute aqueous solution would support a low dissociation constant for 2 and its DNA target. Indeed values in the range 1–10 nM are typical for minor groove binders in the Strathclyde library.\textsuperscript{13} Secondly, in the series containing alkene linkages represented by 2–4, unusually low pK\textsubscript{a}s for the morpholinoethy group have been measured, a feature that is explained by the self-association (Table 1). Notably, the minor groove binder 6, which is also antibacterial, has more normal pK\textsubscript{a}s for both of the basic functional groups. Thirdly, whilst the solubility of 2–4 is high at pH less than 4 (>100 mg mL\textsuperscript{−1}), as the pH was raised to between 4 and 5, all three compounds formed gels over a period of 30 minutes to several hours. Gel formation was retarded by the addition of excipients such as mannitol, hydroxyethyl-β-cyclodextrin and especially glucose 6-phosphate but could not be avoided. These results, including the appearance of the NMR spectra at or near room temperature, are strongly suggestive of extended dimer aggregates.

The exceptional aggregation characteristics of 2 may be put into their full context by comparing these results with those recorded for a range of related compounds that aggregate to lesser but varying degrees. 9 self-assembles with an association constant, \(K_{as} = 6.1 \times 10^{4} \text{ M}^{-1}\) that was determined by NMR spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{13b} Without the nicotinamide headgroup (compounds 7 and 8), \(K_{as}\) is lower by an order of magnitude (i.e. 10\textsuperscript{3} M\textsuperscript{−1}). This is reflected qualitatively by the \(^1\text{H} \text{NMR}\) spectrum linewidths and NOE responses observed: when association is weaker, linewidths are much narrower and the NOE response is either weak or absent. 10, a truncated form of 2, gives narrower (relative to 2) but resolved \(^1\text{H} \text{NMR}\) resonances at room temperature and strong negative NOEs. Based on the similarity between data for 10 and that of 9, we expect \(K_{as}\) for 10 to be of the order of 10\textsuperscript{3} to 10\textsuperscript{5} M\textsuperscript{−1} according to our preliminary diffusion measurements. The \(^1\text{H} \text{NMR}\) linewidths for 2 are almost twice those of 10 (Fig. S6†) suggesting a \(K_{as}\) of the order of at least 10\textsuperscript{5} M\textsuperscript{−1}. We are currently attempting to quantify the self-association of these compounds as part of a wider study, the results of which shall be reported in due course.

With respect to their application as antibacterial drugs, dimer formation and extended aggregation have substantial consequences. Several experimental studies using a range of physical methods including NMR and a molecular modelling have demonstrated the association of drug molecules with a high degree of planarity and consequentially lowered bioavailability and cell penetration.\textsuperscript{16–18} One such study concerned minor groove binders of a different class (terbenzimidazoles) from the Strathclyde library of distamycin derivatives, in which higher cellular activity was associated with lower aggregation.\textsuperscript{17} All these studies, however, investigated combinations of drugs with significant anti-cancer activity. The antibacterial activity of 2–4 is limited by their cell penetration. All have significant activity against a wide range of Gram positive bacteria but are essentially inactive against Gram negative bacteria.\textsuperscript{19} The fluorescence of these diarylalkenyl minor groove binders has made it possible to demonstrate that they do not accumulate in Gram negative bacterial cells. Together, these results imply that 2–4 do not enter Gram negative bacterial cells, an observation that is most likely associated with their large size as dimers. The probability that a compound with these physicochemical characteristics will be an orally active bioavailable drug has been estimated at about 5% by evaluating a data set of 100 000 compounds\textsuperscript{20} and indeed the formulation of the most active compound and clinical lead, 4, is a challenge because of gelation above pH 4. However, for the initial intended use, these properties can be turned to advantage. In studies of oral bioavailability in hamsters for the treatment of *Clostridium difficile* infections in the gastro-intestinal tract, it has been found that negligible quantities (18–263 ng mL\textsuperscript{−1}) of minor groove binder 4 were detectable in plasma leaving the vast majority of the dose available to treat the infection.\textsuperscript{21}

**Table 1** Measured pK\textsubscript{a} values of antibacterial minor groove binders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pK\textsubscript{a} 1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pK\textsubscript{a} 2</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions**

Strong dimerisation in dilute aqueous solution has been demonstrated for alkene-containing minor groove binders exemplified by 2–4. The effect of dimerisation is manifested in the formulation and bioavailability of the most active compound 4, but with careful attention to formulation and dosing, 4 has been shown to have great promise as a treatment for resistant Gram positive bacteria, in particular *Clostridium difficile*.\textsuperscript{21}
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